Concluding remarks
Based in surveys by Baeza-Yates [3] , Baeza-Yates [5] , Navarro [19] and Navarro et al. [23] , and own work and views. In practice the occurrence heuristic is the key issue: 
Filtering Algorithms
Inverted indices permit searching for any word in the text.
Suffix trees allow searching for any substring of the text.
Suffix arrays permit the same operations but are slightly slower.
-grams allow searching for any text substring not longer than
-samples permit the same but only for some text substrings. 
Posting lists
Vocab.
Complex Patterns
Search the vocabulary sequentially (e.g. ASM) and do set opera- 
Building Inverted Indices
Process text pieces as large as possible 
Vocabulary trie
This is a text. A text has many words. Words are made from letters. 
Text
Merge partial indexes 
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Suffix Array

Suffix Array Search
Every substring is a prefix of a suffix
The prefix relation can be used for lexicographic order Assuming that the errors occur in the pattern or in the text leads to radically different approaches.
Intermediate partitioning extracts substrings from the pattern that are searched for allowing fewer errors using neighborhood generation. 
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Current Results on this Taxonomy
Neighborhood Generation
The Neighborhood of the Pattern:
and use an index to search for their text occurrences [17] Problem:
is quite large.
Good bounds [28, 17] show
This approach works well for small § and .
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Backtracking Use a suffix tree or array to find ¡ ¢ in the text [4, 10, 29] Just some branches will be followed, but they factorize many matches While searching we have three cases at node Note that, since we cannot know where the pattern pieces can be found in the text, all the text positions must be searchable.
Partitioning into Exact Search: Errors in the Text
Assume now that the errors occur in the text, i.e., What the lemma ensures is that, inside any occurrence of This idea is presented in [26] , and earlier versions in [13, 12, 27] .
The best value of
-Should be small to avoid a very large set of different ¡ -samples.
-Should be large to minimize the amount of verification.
Some analysis [25] show that 
Intermediate Partitioning
We filter the search by looking for pattern pieces, but those pieces are large and still may appear with errors in the occurrences.
However, they appear with fewer errors, and then we use neighborhood generation to search for them. In [21] the index can search for pieces of any length, and the partitioning is done in order to optimize the search time.
Consider the evolution of the search time as Trade-off , a pessimistic and is replaced by 1 in practice).
The same results are obtained in [17] by setting
The experiments in [21] show that this intermediate approach is
by far superior to both extremes.
Intermediate Partitioning: Errors in the Text
Consider an occurrence containing a sequence of If a zone of consecutive samples is found whose errors add up to at most , the area is verified.
To allow efficient neighborhood searching, we need to limit the maximum error level allowed. The final optimal algorithm depends on the input
Further study of input adaptive algorithms?
New uses for old concepts. Example:
Indexing for ASM on NL text can be done better Approximation algorithms with worst-case performance guarantees [16] .
Use a metric space to search [7] .
New text indexes tailored to special cases: ASM 69
